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Abstract
In the US alone, transmission towers number in the tens of millions; most 
are lattice-based, comprising a framework of beams connected at nodes. 
At tens- to hundreds of thousands of dollars each, primarily in material 
costs, they are a sizable expense to taxpayers and transmission companies.

Drawing inspiration from the atrophy and hypertrophy of muscles, we develop and 
evaluate an optimization algorithm that adaptively resizes beams based on their stress – 
a process that produces rapid results and allows the application of both static and 
dynamic loads, setting it apart from popular algorithms in this intensely studied field. 

The dilemma central to their optimization is that a beam’s 
cross-sectional area is proportional to both its strength and cost, i.e. 
a thicker beam, while able to support a given load with less strain, 
will cost more and weigh more heavily on the beams supporting it.

By varying the cross-section of each beam, we want to make towers as light 
and inexpensive as possible without sacrificing their structural integrity. 
Known as truss-sizing optimization, this problem is differential in nature and 
heavily dependent on tower geometry, lending it to a computational approach. □

Hardware

Intel i7 950

Nvidia GeForce GTX Titan

On single-run tests, GPU outperforms CPU by ~20⨉.
The GPU can run 1,048,576＋ adaptations at once.

Speedup over CPU roughly 20 million ⨉.

(5-10 s/run; simultaneous runs do not affect performance)
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❏ Each member has a target strain σ
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Adaptation (parallel)

⬦ Initial CSA

⬦ CSA distribution (unif/exp/rand)

⬦ Adaptation rate

⬦ Time-variant strain/disp. limits159
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Initial CSA generally 
has little impact on 
convergence.

In the last figure, 
however, the lowest 
initial CSA caused a 
collapse, prompting 
sudden growth.
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Constraints

   Members
  ⬦ CSA
  ⬦ natural
      length

Objective

Loads are applied at nodes, e.g. the weight of a 
member is divided evenly between its nodes.

      Nodes
  ⬦ position
  ⬦ velocity
  ⬦ loads
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CUDA organization

⬦ Many (1,000,000+) blocks

⬦ Several consec. runs per block

⬦ M (members) threads per block

⬦ First N (nodes) control nodes

⬦ First G (groups) control groups
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